
Automate your cycle of intelligence

Katonic MLOps platform is a Collaborative platform with a unified UI to manage all data
science in one place. The Platform combines the creative scientific process of data
scientists with the professional software engineering process to build and deploy
Machine Learning Models into production safely, quickly, and in a sustainable way.

Use Case Blueprint



Katonic.ai is Your Partner on Your AI Journey

Katonic Presents Use Case Blueprint of  impactful use cases to deliver ROI across major industries and functions.  Each 
use case is tailored to the constituents of your industry and serves as a roadmap to guide you on your journey to 
becoming an AI-enabled business.
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Solutions for  Major Industries
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• Telecommunications

• Retail

• Manufacturing

• Healthcare

• Banking

• Insurance

• Retail

• Real Estate



AI for Telecommunications
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The telco industry continues to experience rapid change as consumer 
behaviour shifts towards telecommuting and the upcoming 5G 
revolution promises to open new opportunities. Telco leaders and 
early adopters are already applying AI to build and grow customer 
relationships, improve operational efficiency, and reduce fraud, 
resulting in increased revenue, reduced cost, and mitigated risk.

Key use cases include customer retention, fraud detection, sales and 
marketing optimization, and fleet management. Katonic goes 
beyond predictions by empowering telcos to optimize and allocate 
their limited resources and anticipate change across headquarters, 
call centres, retail, and operations to maximize the bottom line 
and deploy optimal strategies in turbulent times. Katonic delivers 
sustained impact by balancing the cost-benefit trade-offs and 
resourcing constraints unique to the business, enabling telcos to 
prepare for multiple scenarios.



AI for Telecommunications
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INVENTORY  

EXPEDITES

Decide when to expedite  

inventory like phones,  

routers and accessories to  

match demand spikes in  

order to balance carrying  

costs vs revenue  

opportunities

CHURN  

REDUCTION

Determine which  

customers are likely to  

churn and target them  

with the right tacticsto  

maximize lifetime  

value at the lowest  

possible cost

OPTIMIZING  

MARKETING  

PROMOTIONS

Gauge propensity to  

purchase and target  

customers or prospects  

with offers to maximize  

profit across acquisition,  

renewals and upsell

LEAD  

OPTIMIZATION

Allocate leads to inside  

sales teams that are rapidly  

expanding in size due to  

COVID, across different  

product lines and sales  

groups, such that they  

maximize profits

FRAUD  

DETECTION

Identify suspicious call or  

customer patterns, to quickly  

combat fraudulent activity  

(including first-party or true-

party fraud) with AI  

techniques such as advanced  

anomaly detection.

TELCOM  
HEADQUARTERS

COLLECTIONS  

EFFECTIVENESS

Easily distinguish between  

legitimate credit defaults  

from frauds, and focus  

collections efforts on the  

cases that are most likely to  

generate a positive return.

OPTIMIZE ASSET  

UTILIZATION

Boost productivity by  

optimizing costs and  

usage across software  

and hardware assets

DRIVE  

LOYALTY

Increase customer loyalty  

by proactively providing  

customized promotions  

and targeted partner offers  

via the right channels

CUSTOMER

OPTIMIZE CALL  

CENTER COSTS

Drive engagement by  

enabling agents to leverage  

customized prompts and  

promote products or add-

ons that the customer is  

more likely to purchase.

CUSTOMER  

SATISFACTION

Proactively route calls to the  

right agents by determining  

the best available service  

group for a given customer  

taking into account the  

reason for the call, lifetime  

value and call complexity.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

CALL CENTER

PREVENTITIVE  

MAINTENANCE

Anticipate equipment failure  

and proactively fix problems  

with communications  

hardware such as cell towers,  

power lines, data center  

servers, to maximize uptime

NETWORK
INFRASTRUCTURE

SELF  

ASSURANCE

Anticipate potential  

service issues and  

proactively address  

them before a  

disruption occurs

COST  

OPTIMIZATION

Optimize processes by  

predicting replacements

/ repair work using  

telecom inventory  

trends, product returns,  

and warranty statistics

STAFFING  

OPTIMIZATION

Make profitable  

decisions on  

staffing at retail  

stores by region,  

location and other  

factors

RETAIL STORE

CUSTOMER  

ENGAGEMENT

Enable retail store  

representatives to  

make spot  

promotion offers  

to prospective  

customers

FIELD SERVICE  

OPTIMIZATION

Proactively decide  

who should go  

where to solve  

customer problems  

in order to  

maximizeefficiency  

of operations

RESOURCE  

OPTIMIZATION

Proactively anticipate  

inventory and  

staffing based on  

volume and  

complexity of service  

requests by region

CUSTOMER  

SATISFACTION

Anticipate  

problems and  

react to outages  

and issues and get  

ahead of customer  

complaints

SATELLITE FIELD SERVICE  
AND REPAIR OPS

FLEET  

MANAGEMENT

Predict TCO with  

breakdown across  

cost per mile and  

preventative  

maintenance



AI for Retail
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The retail industry continues to be under tremendous pressure from 
online competitors and an ever-changing and  more demanding 
consumer base. Retail leaders and early adopters are already 
applying AI to build and grow  customer relationships, improve 
operational efficiency, and reduce fraud, resulting in increased 
revenue, reduced  cost, and mitigated risk. But the rapid pace of 
change means retailers must continue to invest in AI or risk being  
left behind.

Key use cases include customer retention, inventory stockout, fraud 
detection, and marketing optimization. Katonic goes beyond 
predictions by empowering retailers to optimize their limited 
resources and anticipate change across  headquarters, distribution 
centers, and stores to maximize the bottom line and deploy optimal 
strategies in  turbulent times. Katonic delivers sustained impact by 
balancing the cost-benefit tradeoffs and resourcing constraints  
unique to the business, enabling retailers to prepare for multiple 
scenarios.



AI for Retail
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OFFER & PLANNING  

OPTIMIZATION

Optimize and personalize  

promotions and agilely  

adjust marketing campaigns  

and spend to increase  

likeliness of customers to  

purchase and maximize  

cross-sell and up-sell  

opportunities.

LOSS  

PREVENTION

Optimize predictions  

to monitor, detect,  

and take action against  

inventory loss from  

fraud, employee error,  

seasonality, and theft.

CORPORATE  
HEADQUARTERS

CUSTOMER  

INSIGHTS

Drive profit by identifying  

customers with the highest  

propensity to purchase and  

remain a long-term customer  

based on customer centric  

tactics including segmentation,  

product interactions, and  

behavioral tracking.

MERCHANDISING  

OPTIMIZAION

Proactively optimize  

product assortments,  

inventory levels, and  

pricing strategies to  

help increase  

profitability across  

seasonality and other  

changing conditions

FINANCIAL  

ANALYSIS

Enhance reporting  

processes and performance  

analysis will billing  

forecasting and revenue  

trend predictions to help  

improve the profitability of  

merchandise, customers,  

and operations.

operations.

SUPPLY CHAIN  

MANAGEMENT

Reduce loss from delays,  

minimize inefficiencies,  

and maximize profit  

margins with real-time

INVENTORY  

EXPEDITIES

Decide when to expedite  

inventory like from stores  

or warehouse to match  

demand spikes in order to  

balance carrying costs vs  

revenue opportunities
visibility into supply chain with the right tactics to

maximize lifetime value at  

the lowest possible cost

CHURN  

REDUCTION

Determine which  

customers are likely to  

churn within a defined  

period and targetthem

SELLER  

OPTIMIZATION

Optimize the  

effectiveness and  

productivity of sellers  

by predicting the  

performance of every  

seller across every  

selling cycle

PREDICT CUSTOMER  

LOYALTY

Understand the long-term value  

of your customers to make  

better-informed, short-term  

decisions on which customers  

to prioritize.

CUSTOMER

FRAUD  

PREVENTION

Detect high risk invoices by predicting the  

likelihood of fraudulent billing and take  

proactive measures with the accounting  

team by evaluating the invoice to prevent  

fraudulent vendor invoices that has the  

potential to save millions.

SHIPMENT  

OPTIMIZATION

Gain insight with  

predictions on shipment  

arrival and mitigate  

potential disruptions to  

your supply chain.

DISTRIBUTION  

CENTER

NEW  

PRODUCT

Anticipate the demand of  

new products and optimize  

inventory, logistics, and  

working capital, and be  

better prepared to serve  

customers and buyers

PRODUCT  

ASSORTMENT

Improve in-store product  

placement and assortment  

by removing products  

predicted to perform poorly  

and benefit from targeted  

assortment and placement

STORES

STAFFING  

OPTIMIZATION

Predict the volume of  

customers, sales, inbound  

shipments within a time  

period and adequately  

allocate the right levels of  

staffing

REDUCE AVOIDABLE  

RETURNS

Predict which products will be  

returned and conduct a root  

cause analysis to prevent  

avoidable returns



AI for Manufacturing
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Manufacturers have long embraced automation to reduce cost, 
improve productivity, and deliver high-quality  products and services. 
Artificial intelligence is rapidly being adopted by manufacturers as 
the next evolution of  automation and is already opening up new 
opportunities. Manufacturing leaders and early adopters are already  
applying AI to build and grow customer relationships, improve 
operational efficiency, and reduce fraud, resulting in  increased 
revenue, reduced cost, and mitigated risk.

Key use cases include material expedites, fraud detection, fleet 
management, and predictive maintenance. Katonic goes  beyond 
static predictions by empowering manufacturers to optimize their 
limited resources and anticipate change  across headquarters, 
production plants, distribution centers, and stores to maximize the 
bottom line and deploy  optimal strategies in turbulent times. 
Katonic delivers sustained impact by balancing the cost-benefit 
tradeoffs and  resourcing constraints unique to the business, 
enabling manufacturers to prepare for multiple business scenarios.



AI for Manufacturing
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PARTS  

SHORTAGE

Predict part shortages or late  

shipments in a supply chain  

network so that businesses can  

prepare for foreseeable delays and  

take data-driven corrective action

INVENTORY  

EXPEDITES

Decide when to expedite  

inventory shipments to  

match demand spikes in  

order to balance carrying  

costs vs revenue  

opportunities

CHURN  

REDUCTION

Determine which  

customers are likely to  

churn and target them with  

the right tactics to  

maximize lifetime value at  

the lowest possible cost

OPTIMIZING  

MARKETING  

PROMOTIONS

Gauge propensity to purchase  

and target customers or  

prospects with offers to  

maximize profit across  

acquisition, renewals and upsell

LEAD  

OPTIMIZATION

Allocate leads to inside sales  

teams that are rapidly  

expanding in size due to COVID,  

across different product lines  

and sales groups, such that they  

maximize profits

OPTIMIZE ASSET  

UTILIZATION

Boost productivity by  

optimizing costs and usage  

across software and  

hardware assets

HEADQUARTERS

PREDICT LATE  

PAYMENT

Predict which  

outstanding payments  

will be paid late by  

customers

WARRANTY  

FRAUD

Predict which warranty  

claims are most likely  

fraudulent based on  

claim characteristics

REDUCE AVOIDABLE  

RETURNS

Predict which products will be returned  

and conduct a root cause analysis to  

prevent avoidable returns

STORES

PRODUCT  

DEFECTS

Predict which  

manufactured  

parts would fail  

quality control

PREDICTIVE  

MAINTENANCE

Using equipment sensor data, train  

a model to identify signals  

associated with an impending  

equipment failure so that  

preventative action can be taken

PRODUCTION
PLANTS

FLEET  

MANAGEMENT

Predict TCO withbreakdown  

across cost per mile and  

preventative maintenance

DISTRIBUTION
CENTERS

WAREHOUSE STAFFING  

OPTIMIZATION

Predict appropriate staffing

levels to adequately service

demand and OTIF



AI for Banking
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The banking industry continues to face challenges from shifting 
consumer behaviors, increasing fintech competition,  and stricter 
regulatory requirements. Banking leaders and early adopters are 
already applying AI to predict how  customer needs are evolving, 
win new business, evaluate creditworthiness, and reduce fraud, 
resulting in increased  revenue, reduced cost, and mitigated risk.

Key use cases include customer retention, default and credit risk, 
fraud and anti-money laundering detection, and  marketing 
optimization. Katonic goes beyond static predictions by 
empowering banks to optimize their limited resources  and 
anticipate change across headquarters, branches and ATMs, and 
manage security and risk to maximize the  bottom line and deploy 
optimal strategies in turbulent times. Katonic delivers sustained 
impact by balancing the cost- benefit tradeoffs and resourcing 
constraints unique to the business, enabling banks to prepare for 
multiple scenarios.



AI for Banking
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ATM  

STOCKOUT

Identify ATM locations will most  

likely experience stockout to  

avoid customer frustration, while  

optimizing the operation team's  

resources

BRANCH AND ATMS

ATM  

FRAUD

Predict the likelihood an ATM  

transaction is fraudulent to  

reduce liability costs, while  

optimizing the fraud  

prevention team's resources

CUSTOMER  

CHURN

Gauge the risk of losing high  

value customers to proactively  

reduce revenue loss, while  

optimizing the retention team's  

resources on the most  

vulnerable customers who are  

likely to leave

MARKETING  

OPTIMIZATION

Anticipate the likelihood a  

prospect will convert after  

targeted in a campaign for  

product offering or channel,  

while optimizing marketing  

spend across offers, products,  

and channels

SALES  

OPTIMIZATION

Predict the likelihood of a  

customer purchasing a given  

product, while optimizing  

the sale's team resources

BANKING  
HEADQUARTERS

TRANSACTION  

FRAUD MITIGATION

Assess the likelihood of a  

transactions being fraudulent,  

while optimizing the fraud  

prevention team's resources

ANTI-MONEY  

LAUNDERING

Predict the likelihood a transaction violates  

anti-money laundering policies to reduce  

costs, while optimizing the Anti-Money  

Laundering investigation team's resources

SECURITY AND RISK

CREDIT  

RISK

Proactively identify high credit  

risk applicants to avoid  

unnecessary debt collection  

costs, while optimizing the  

underwriting team's resources

DEFAULT  

RISK

Predict the likelihood of a  

mortgage, loan, or credit card  

defaulting by leveraging historical  

default data, while optimizing the  

underwriting team's resources

DEBT  

COLLECTION

Prioritize by predicting which  

borrowers are likely to pay back  

their loans, while optimizing the  

collection team's resources

LENDING



AI for Healthcare
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The healthcare industry faces increased pressure to leverage 
technology to deliver better patient outcomes at lower  costs. 
Healthcare leaders and early adopters are already applying AI on 
large volumes of data to increase the quality  of care, improve 
operational efficiency, and reduce fraud, resulting in increased 
revenue, reduced cost, mitigated risk,  and better health outcomes.

Key use cases include member and patient retention, hospital 
readmission, and fraudulent claim detection. katonic goes  beyond 
predictions by empowering healthcare providers and payers to 
optimize their limited resources and anticipate  change to maximize 
the bottom line and deploy optimal strategies in turbulent times. 
Katonic delivers sustained impact  by balancing the cost-benefit 
tradeoffs and resourcing constraints unique to the business, enabling 
healthcare  organizations to prepare for multiple scenarios.



AI for Healthcare
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FRAUD  

DETECTION

Predict which claims are likely to  

be fraudulent to optimize your  

claim investigation resources and  

quickly process valid claims

SECURITY AND RISK

DUPLICATE INVOICE  

COLLECTIONS

Predict which duplicate  

invoices are likely to be  

collected to optimize the  

collection team resources  

and increase profit

LEAD  

OPTIMIZATION

Allocate leads to inside sales  

teams that are rapidly expanding  

in size due to COVID, across  

different product lines and sales  

groups, such that they maximize  

profits

OPTIMIZE MARKETING  

PROMOTIONS

Gauge propensity to  

purchase and target  

customers or prospects with  

offers to maximize profit  

across acquisition, renewals  

and upsell

CUSTOMER ACQUISITION

RENEWAL POLICY  

CHURN REDUCTION

Determine which policies are  

likely to churn in the upcoming  

renewal period to increase  

retention

NEW POLICY CHURN  

REDUCTION

Determine which policies are likely to churn  

within the first 12 months of a policy  

application

CUSTOMER RETENTION

CLAIMS  

SUBROGATION

Predict which new and  

existing claims can be  

subrogated to reduce costs

CLAIMS  

LITIGATION

Predict which claims have a high  

risk of going to litigation to  

reduce costs and mitigate risk

CLAIMS



AI for Insurance
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The insurance industry is undergoing a profound digital 
transformation that is changing the way companies are  building 
customer relationships and calculating risk. Insurance leaders and 
early adopters are already applying AI to  predict how customer 
needs are evolving, improve claim management, and reduce fraud, 
resulting in increased  revenue, reduced cost, and mitigated risk.

Key use cases include fraud detection, customer retention, and 
marketing optimization. Katonic goes beyond static  predictions by 
empowering insurers to optimize their limited resources and 
anticipate change and manage risk to  maximize the bottom line and 
deploy optimal strategies in turbulent times. Katonic delivers 
sustained impact by  balancing the cost-benefit tradeoffs and 
resourcing constraints unique to the business, enabling insurers to 
prepare  for multiple scenarios.



AI for Insurance
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FRAUD  

DETECTION

Predict which claims are likely to  

be fraudulent to optimize your  

claim investigation resources and  

quickly process valid claims

SECURITY AND RISK

DUPLICATE INVOICE  

COLLECTIONS

Predict which duplicate  

invoices are likely to be  

collected to optimize the  

collection team resources  

and increase profit

LEAD  

OPTIMIZATION

Allocate leads to inside sales  

teams that are rapidly expanding  

in size due to COVID, across  

different product lines and sales  

groups, such that they maximize  

profits

OPTIMIZE MARKETING  

PROMOTIONS

Gauge propensity to

purchase and 

target customers or 

prospects with offers to 

maximize profit across 

acquisition, renewals and

upsell

CUSTOMER ACQUISITION

RENEWAL POLICY  

CHURN REDUCTION

Determine which policies are  

likely to churn in the upcoming  

renewal period to increase  

retention

NEW POLICY CHURN  

REDUCTION

Determine which policies are likely to churn  

within the first 12 months of a policy  

application

CUSTOMER RETENTION

CLAIMS  

SUBROGATION

Predict which new and  

existing claims can be  

subrogated to reduce costs

CLAIMS  

LITIGATION

Predict which claims have a high  

risk of going to litigation to  

reduce costs and mitigate risk

CLAIMS



AI for Real Estate
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Due to the COVID-19 pandemic Real Estate sector has faced a 
huge down turn in 2020 and in 2021 there are signs of slow but 
sure recovery.  Technologies like AI are being seen as game-
changers in the industry, especially during the pandemic that 
has led to increased adoption of technologies and the 
embracing of innovation by the industry.

From Artificial Intelligence recommendations to Virtual Reality 
tours, home buying and selling has undergone a drastic change 
with increased efficiency in marketing, due diligence and sales 
processes.

According to the Deloitte real estate prediction report for 2021, 
it was stated that the year 2021 will initiate an era in which 
enhanced AI-driven location analytics for real estate will reach 
maturity and become suitable for the masses.



AI for Real Estate
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ENERGY 

EFFICIENCY

Optimize energy efficiency by 

tracking, and reporting energy data 

using sensors placed on lighting, 

heating and other devices.

LEAD  

CONVERSION

AI can Identify the leads that 

have high propensity to convert 

into customers so that they can 

be proactively followed through 

to optimise profits. 

IMAGE RECOGNITION

I can classify images to help in 

search of similar properties for 

comparison

Automation in Property Management

MACHINE LEARNING IN REAL ESTATE MARKETPLACES

LATE / DEFAULT 

PAYMENT 

AI can identify the customers 

who may not pay on time or 

default on payment, so that 

they can be proactively 

followed up to optimise the 

cashflow. 

AUTOMATIC DOCUMENT 

SCANNING 

AI can identify the red flags and 

key terms on the documents by 

scanning them.  This can 

produce consistent results 

within a fraction of time used 

by manual due diligence.

PROPERTY PRICING 

AI can appraise the properties 

using past property price 

movements and macro data 

about locations such as  

transportation network 

characteristics, crime rates, 

schools, and buying trends.

CLASSIFICATION OF SELLER SCORE 

AI can predict how likely a property owner 

is to sell to you. This is done through 

analysis of data that includes 

demographics, income levels, events in 

his life, purchasing behaviour, and so on.

RENTAL AND TENANT 

MANAGEMENT

By centralising critical data and 

process AI based app can attract, 

convert and retain tenants for 

commercial properties.

CHATBOT FOR TENANT 

QUERRIES

Chatbots can answer basic questions 

from current tenants as well as 

enable them to pay their rent easily, 

manage their energy usage and 

billing, and even report issues with 

the property.

TENANT MANAGEMENT

By tracking rental and property listings, requests 

for maintenance, tenant applications, and other 

information an AI software can help to identify 

the most common maintenance issues, tenant 

characteristics and preferences, price trends in 

certain areas, and seasonal availability.

MORTGAGE FRAUD DETECTION 

AI can help detect early and late signs of 

mortgage fraud; any scheme designed to 

obtain a mortgage under false pretences. 

It can be a simple act of falsifying 

information on a loan application or more 

sophisticated schemes involving one or 

several parties with the intent of 

defrauding.

Analytics in Building 

Automation



Solutions for  Major Functions
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• Chief Technology Officer

• Chief Marketing Officer

• Chief Financial Officer



AI for the Office Of The Modern CTO
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IN-APP

ENGAGEMENT

Predict the in-app personalization 

experience users should get based 

on historical engagement and

demographic factors to maximize 

engagement, ARPU and reduce

churn or poor ratings

PRODUCT

MANAGEMENT

USER

ADOPTION

Identify points 

of friction that 

slow/stop user 

progress in the user’s

journey.

PRODUCT
RELEASES

Predict which releases 

are likely to be delayed 

based on related factors 

and send proactive 

reminders to team 

members 

and engineering 

managers to prevent this

DEVELOPMENT  

AND QUALITY

DEV

OPS

INSTALLATION

Identify at-risk tickets for  

completion of install,  

upgrade or update against  

service window

CHANGE  
MANAGEMENT

Predict and identify  

tickets which are likely to  

fail change management  

or security reviews

RESOURCING

Identify tickets with  

incorrect resourcing with  

respect to technician or  

engineer skills.

PROJECT  

MANAGEMENT

TASK  
MANAGEMENT

identify at-risk tasks and predict  

tasks that are likely to be  

completed on-time in a project  

work breakdown structure which  

potentially impact overall project  

performance for timeline and costs

Identify tasks which may  

be over resourced in  

terms of time and costs

STAFFING
VENDOR RISK  
MANAGEMENT

Identify at-risk tasks  

assigned to external  

vendors or contractors

INCIDENT  
RESPONSE

Based on past Pager duty and  

engineering data, predict when  

incidents are likely to happen,  

staff operations teams  

appropriately to improve  

incident response times and  

minimize losses due to  

downtime

TEAM  
PRODUCTIVITY

Improve remote team productivity by  

analyzing factors like times when  

engineers are most engaged, times when  

code reviews are more likely to pass, etc  

and accordingly determine future remote  

working policies and org structure as well  

as incentives to maximize employee  

happiness and productivity

CTO



AI for the Office Of The Modern CMO
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WEB AND SOCIAL  
OPTIMIZATION

Optimize marketing strategy and  

optimize across paid advertising  

versus organic program  

performance.

IMPROVE DELIVERYTIMELINES  
FOR COMPLEX PROJECTS

Identify at-risk milestones in  

complex projects involving internal  

and external vendors using the  

work breakdown structure,  

understand the impact on costs  

and take timely interventions to  

maximize impact on the topline

FIELD  

MARKETING

LEAD  
DISCOVERY

Identify and generate leads  

with characteristics that are  

similar to your best customers  

and prioritize top of the funnel  

target audience across titles,  

roles, industries, functions and  

other factors that are most  

likely to convert.

DEMAND  

GENERATION

OPPORTUNITY  
SCORING

Identify and prioritize the  

leads, opportunities, and  

territories that are most  

likely to convert

PAID ADVERTISING  
CAMPAIGNS

Target prospects and  

customers who have the  

highest propensity to buy  

and avoid targeting adsto  

those who are unlikely to  

purchase

CAMPAIGN AND
CROSS CHANNEL OPTIMIZATION

Predict the likelihood a customer will  

engage (open, click-through, convert,  

and/or unsubscribe) with a particular  

channel (email, social, and so on),  

device, or campaign and identify which  

campaigns and channels to double  

down on, which ones to pause based  

on how they impact conversions.

CREATIVE AND AUDIENCE  
OPTIMIZATION

Identify top performing  

content, creatives and  

keywords that impact CTR and  

conversion, and help product  

marketing and digital  

marketing teams to optimize  

the message for audiences.

Segment customer based on  

Lifetime Value and RFM  

(recency, frequency, monetary  

value) scores to create a  

premium customer experience  

for loyal customers and keep  

them engaged

CUSTOMER  
EXPERIENCE

PRODUCT  

MARKETING

PRODUCT

CAMPAIGN MIX

Identify which products to  

prioritize in a campaign and  

allocate resourcing based on  

which prospects are likely to  

convert to opportunities

CUSTOMER

CUSTOMER  
CHURN

Proactively Identify likely to  

churn customers based on  

recent behaviors and  

automatically send messaging  

and promotional offers at the  

right moment and channel

TARGETED  
OFFERS

Identify customers  

and target with  

custom promotional  

offers through the  

relevant channels

PRODUCT  
RECOMMENDATIONS

Make immediate  

recommendations on the next best  

product or service that might meet  

the prospects need to those who  

might need help with making a  

purchase that matches their needs

PROMOTION  
OPTIMIZATION

Gauge propensity to  

purchase and target  

customers or prospects  

with offers to maximize  

profit across acquisition,  

renewals, and upsell

BUSINESS  

DEVELOPMENT

LEAD  
OPTIMIZATION

Allocate leads to inside  

sales teams that are rapidly  

expanding in size due to  

COVID, across different  

product lines and sales  

groups, such that they  

maximize profits

DIGITAL  

MARKETING

CMO
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COLLECTION  
EFFECTIVENESS

Easily distinguish between  

legitimate credit defaults  

from frauds, and focus  

collections efforts on the  

cases that are most likely  

to generate a positive  

return and write off ones  

that are not profitable

CASH

CONVERSION CYCLES

PAYMENT  
DISPUTES

Predict whether an  

outstanding invoice  

will be disputed by  

the payer to  

proactively take  

measures

LATE  
PAYMENTS

Keep receivables healthy by  

assessing risk of late-payments  

by predicting and flagging  

invoices, quotes, and orders  

that might have a delayed  

payment and take action to  

lower the cost for business

DEBT  
COLLECTIONS

Prioritize by predicting  

which borrowers are  

likely to pay back their  

loans, while optimizing  

the collection team's  

resources

EARLY  
WARNING

Predict financial results  

during the quarter and  

recommend specific  

remediations that will  

help proactively adjust  

profitability by trading  

revenue for profit

FINANCIAL  

RISK

STRATEGIC  

PLANNING

BUDGET  
PLANNING

Optimize spend allocations  

within and across all functions  

and regions and dynamically  

optimize for varying time  

periods dependent on  

business conditions

FINANCIAL  
PLANNING

Leverage scenario planning  

or simulations with data and  

assumptions to understand  

impact of allocations on  

profit without being limited  

by upfront rigid rules

Analyze impact of drastic  

economic scenarios and  

proactively gauge and take  

action by simulating scenarios  

to evaluate changes to  

processes and controls

STRESS
TESTING

OPERATION  

EFFECTIVENESS

ASSET  
UTILIZATIONS

Predict the volume of  

customers, sales, inbound  

shipments within a time  

period and adequately  

allocate send for the right  

levels of staffing

EMPLOYEE  
ATTRITION

Determine which  

employees are likely to  

churn and target them  

with the right tactics to  

retain, upskill, or  

increase productivity

CUSTOMER CHURN  
REDUCTION

Identify deals are likely to  

churn and target them with  

the right tactics to maximize  

lifetime value at the lowest  

possible cost

STAFFING  
OPTIMIZATION

Predict the volume of  

customers, sales, inbound  

shipments within a time  

period and adequately  

allocate send for the right  

levels of staffing

LOSS  
PREVENTION

Optimize predictions to  

monitor, detect, and take  

action against inventory  

loss from fraud, employee  

error, seasonality, and  

theft.

FRAUD  
MITIGATION

Detect high risk invoices by  

predicting the likelihood of  

fraudulent billing and take  

proactive measures with the  

accounting team by evaluating  

the invoice to prevent fraudulent  

vendor invoices that has the  

potential to save millions.

EXPENSE REPORT  
COMPLIANCE

Predict and identify outlier  

expenses and fraud with  

patterns and proactively  

take measures to prevent  

non-compliance, overuse,  

and abuse

CFO
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